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Belarus Shields Russia From NATO's 'Backstabbing'
During Special Operation
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"Naše bratrské Rusko, které vede speciální vojenskou operaci na
Ukrajině, je dnes v popředí boje proti neonacismu. Bělorusko ho
chrání před popichováním NATO. Tento kurz je pro nás dnes
zásadní," řekl ministr Mezinárodního protifašistického kongresu v
Minsku.

Bělorusko udělalo hodně pro to, aby se postavilo proti rehabilitaci
nacismu a šíření neofašismu a zachovalo historickou paměť na
hrdinské činy sovětského lidu ve druhé světové válce, řekl Khrenin.
Postoj uchování historické paměti a odpor k fašismu je formalizován
v klíčových právních aktech Běloruska, dodal.
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Druhý mezinárodní antifašistický kongres začal ve čtvrtek v Minsku.
Akce se účastní více než 30 zemí.

Sweden Mulls Changes to Laws on Public Events After Quran
Burnings Raise Terror Threat
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Several Quran-burning demonstrations have taken place in Sweden
in recent months, prompting most Muslim countries to condemn the
actions. Some have summoned the Swedish and Danish
ambassadors to give them notes of protest. In July, hundreds of Iraqi
protesters stormed the Swedish embassy after the burning of the
Quran in Stockholm.

Following a series of public desecrations of Islam’s holy book - the
Quran - in Sweden, the country’s government will finally launch an
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inquiry in the possibility of legal changes that could put a stop to
such actions.
Sweden’s constitution will be scrutinized to determine possible
‘wiggle room’ that would allow for 'national security' considerations
when requests are granted for holding a public event, according to
Prime Minister Ulf Kristersson's remarks in the daily Dagens
Nyheter.
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Sweden to Tighten Internal Border Controls After Quran-Burning
Acts
1 August, 13:50 GMT

Sweden, like Denmark, witnessed several Quran-burning
demonstrations over the past few months. The actions heated up the
situation, triggering massive protests and even cases when suspects
have been taken into custody for allegedly plotting terrorist attacks in
the country. Last month, hundreds of Iraqi protesters stormed the
Swedish embassy on the heels of another Quran burning in
Stockholm. The backlash brought condemnation by a majority of
Muslim countries, and complicated Sweden’s accession to NATO
(Turkey’s ratification of its membership remains pending).
Swedish police have attempted to deny permission for Quran-
burning protests, as was the case outside the Turkish and Iraqi
embassies earlier this year. Law enforcement claimed that bans
were required as Quran-burning made Sweden a "higher-priority
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target for attacks." But the country's administrative court decision
stepped in, ruling that these considerations are not sufficient to limit
the right to demonstrate, and that such protests are protected by the
country's constitution. As per the law, Swedish police can deny
permits for public events only in the case of ‘war’, or ‘risk of war’, or if
there is an immediate threat to local order and security.
Finally, the Swedish Security Service warned that the Quran-burning
actions were having a negative impact on domestic security.
According to Swedish Prime Minister Ulf Kristersson, Sweden was
facing its most serious security situation since World War II.

“This means there is a gap between a situation where there is a risk
of war and threats to public order in a specific place. This is a
security vulnerability," Kristersson and leaders of two junior
government parties told local media.

20 July, 00:55 GMT

According to the party leaders, a reinstatement of blasphemy laws
that Sweden abolished in 1970 is off the table, and there must be
another way to deal with the situation, like changing the law on
public order. However, there is reportedly no majority in parliament in
favor of tweaking this law.

“The government wants to safeguard Sweden’s freedom of
expression, which provides the right to express views that others find
provocative and hurtful, including about religion. Sweden is and will
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remain a country whose people have religious freedom, but it will
also ensure the right to criticize religion,” junior government party
leaders said.
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